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Abstract
A successful agent in the real world must both plan
ahead and react to the unexpected. Ideally, both pro-
cesses should be carried out in a common framework.
In this paper we describe su~ a framework based on the
analysis of opportunities. We argue that planning in
advance can be viewed as a matter of anticipating op-
ponanities, while responding to the unexpected should
be seen as reacting to opportunities when they arise.
We present an opportunistic planning agent, PARETO,
that operates in a simulated robot delivery world, and
implements our approach.

1. Introduction
The real world is regular enough to make advance planning
worthwhile, yet unpredictable enough to make planning to
the last detail impossible. An autonomous agent must there-
fore strike a balance between planning ahead and reacting to
changes. For example, a robot on a strange planet must de-
termine which areas to explore, where to take soil samples,
what routes to take, and so on. The right chokes will depend
on details concerning the terrain encountered, the atmo-
spheric conditions, and the results of tests performed on ear-
lier samples--factors that cannot, in general, be predicted in
sufficient detail to allow firm decisions to be made in ad-
vance. On the other hand, undirected wandering makes little
sense: enough will be known in advance to make some deci-
sions that will make a productive mission more likely. The
distinction is a matter of available information: some of the
informal/on that would be required to construct aa optimal
plan will not be availabk before phm execution begins.

Since relevant information may become available at any
point, even while a plan is being executed, an agent must be
prepared to alter its plans to refle~ new information. Ideally,
this replanning process will resemble tbe wocess of plan-
ning in advance as much as possible, so that the same
knowledge and processes cen be applkd. In other we~ls, iris
desirable that planning and replanmng can be carried out in a
common framework. In this paper we propose such a
framework, based on the notion of responding to opportuni-
ties. We discuss the implementation of this approach in
PARETO,1 a system that notices and responds to opportuni-
ties as it pursues its goals (Pryor 1994).

1.1 Planning in an unpredictable world
Traditional AI planning systems (Fikes and Nilsson 1971:
Sacerdoti 1977; Chapman 1987), known as classical plan-
ners (Wilkins 1988), have effectively decoupled plan con-
stmction and plan execution, operating on the assumption
that all needed information will be freely available in ad-
vance. More specifically, these systems rely on three as-
sumptions about the worlds in which they operate:
¯ Simplicity: it is possible to know everything about the

world that might affect the agent’s actions.
¯ Stasis: there will be no clumges in the world except those

caused by the agent’s actions.
¯ Certainty: the agent’s actions have deterministic results.

Were these assumptions valid, the world would hold no
surwises for the agent; hence plans could be specif’w.d in ex-
act detail with no fear that an unexpected outcome would
force subsequent rethinking. Of com~e, there are few natural
worlds in which the classical assumptions hold up. To take
a simple example, consider an everyday human activity like
preparing breakfast. For most people, this occurs day after
day in the same environment, at the same time, using the
same ingredients, and so on. It is an event regular and pre-
dictable enough to be described by a script (Schank and
Abelson 1977). However, the apparent regularity of the
breakfast world is only an artifact of our loftily abstract
point of view; down at the level of detail at which we must
treat the domain in order to execute a plan successfully, we
find a world of wild and capfi¢ions unpredictability. The plan
for making breakfast may involve any number of actions
such as grasping, lifting, and pouring containers of milk, ce-
real, coffee, and so on; dishes and utensils mast be manipu-
lated; appliances must be operated; obstacles on the floor
must be circumnavigated. To literally make a complete plan
in advance, it would be necessary to know the exact posi-
tion, orientation, and weight of every relevant object in the
kitchen. It would be necessary to know, for example, the
precise angle at which the box of corn flakes should be tilted
to achieve optimal flow into the bowl, the proper position
and altitude of the milk container during pouring to mini-
mize splashing caused by the flakes, and so on.

Clearly. this is completely unrealistic. Even assuming the
theoretical possibility of gathering such information in ad-
vance, the cost of acquiring, storing, and processing such a

1 Plann~ and Acting in Realistic Envimnmeam by Thinking about ciologht, and phiimepher best known for the notion of Parelo opt~lity
Opportunities. Vilfredo Psreto (1848-1923) was m Ilslim eccaemist, so-
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quantity of information about the world in general is pro-
hibitive. Furthermore, given inaccuracies in sensors and the
interference of other agents, much relevant information is
likely to be unavailable in principle. In other words, the
breakfast world, like most natural environments, displays
the following characteristics:
¯ Complexity: it is impossible to know everything.
¯ Dynamism: changes occur as a result of the actions of

other agents or of natural phenomena.
¯ Uncertainty: the agent cannot be sure what the results of

its actions will be.
Confronted with an environment that displays these charac-
teristics, the classical planning paradigm breaks down. There
are three key reasons for this. First, inaccurate information
may cause wrong decisions to be made during the construc-
tion of a plan. For example, believing that there are clean
bowls in the cupboard, you might construct a plan that en-
tails opening the cupboard door. If you are wrong about the
bowls, this step is unnecessary. The possibility of a faulty
plan implies that agents must monitor their plans during
execution and be prepared to recover from failures.

Second, information needed to make some decisions may
not be available at the time a plan is chosen. For example,
you cannot accurately predict the movements of your room-
mate, which means that there is potential for interference be-
tween your plan and your roommate’s actions. In order to
make an optimal decision on what path to take across the
kitchen, you must know where your roommate will be, or at
least know that she is out of the way. In general, decisions
that fall into this category should be deferred until enough
information is available; since the infonnatiou will in many
cases not be available until after execution of the plan has
begun, the agent must prepared to interleave plan construc-
tion and plan execution.

Third, decisions may arise that have not been foreseen in
the planning process. For example, the telephone might ring
while you are pouring a glass of orunge juice, forcing you to
decide whether to continue pouring or stop and unswer the
phone. The agent mast recognize circomstances under which
the need to make n,-t unforeseen decision arises, and must, if
necessary, be able to acquire the information needed to make
those decisions. The agent must be able to change its plans
during their execution to reflect anforeseen situations.

In sum, the inevitability of the unexpected means that
plans made in advance will require modification during
execution. Expending effort on the construction of elabcmae
and detailed plans is therefore often unpmdoctive. A more
effective apwmch in the face of unlmxlictability is to expend
some effort on choosing simple plans, and to expend more
effort on adapting those plans as unforeseen circumstances
are encountered. This is the aPim3a~ followed in PARETO.

1.2 Plan execution

The emphasis in the design of PARETO is on recognizing the
need for and making unforeseen decisions during plan execu-
tion. As an example of the kind of reasoning PARETO is
meant to perform, suppose you happen to see a sharp knife
as you a~ looking for a pair of scissors with which to cut

string. In such a situation, unless there were some clear rea-
son not to do so. you might well use the knife to achieve
your goal and abandon the plan to find scissors. PARETO
recognizes and takes advanlage of such opportunities.

Instead of reasoning in detail about the interaction be-
tween plans for its various goals, as a classical planner
would, PARETO constructs separate plans for each of its
goals and does not expand effort attempting to anticipate
tential interactions in advance. In addition, instead of expend-
ing a great deal of effort to gather all available information
at planning time, PARETO depends on possibly faulty as-
sumptions about the situation in which it will execute its
plans. Obviously, the failure of these assumptions can cause
PARETO’s plans to fail. PARETO is designed to react quickly
and flexibly to unexpected circumstances, rather than to min-
imize the possibility of an uncertainty arising.

2. Planning and opportunities

The cost of achieving a goal and the benefits of doing so can
vary wildly over the goal’s lifetime. For example, consider a
goal to buy gas for your car. During a rush to make an im-
porlant meeting, the cost of stopping for gas would be very
high, since it is likely to make you late for the meeting.
The benefit--essentially the reduced probability of running
out of gas--is also high. but is likely outweighed by the
cost. During the meeting, the cost of pursuing the goal is
still higher, since walking out of the meeting and driving off
to buy gas would be a most undesirable course of action: the
benefit does not change. On the drive home after work, the
cost of buying gas is relatively low--assuming you have no
urgent plans--while the benefit increases as the likelihood
of running out of gns becomes progressively more acute. At
home, the cost of buying gas is again high. as it is now in-
convenient to make a special journey, while the benefit
stays the same. Cost and benefit continue to vary over time.
depending on the exact situation in which you find yourself.
until you decide to achieve the goal.

An effective planner must thus not only find workable
plans to achieve its goal, but must also, insofar as possible,
maximize the benefit and minimize the cost of doing so. In
short, it must wait until there is a good opportunity for
achieving a given goaL Planning can be seen as the process
of predicting when opportunities will arise and what form
they will take, and deciding in advance to take advantage of
them. Although it is imwactical to perform detailed predic-
tions for all possible circumsUmces, it is often possible to
perform simplifgd iavdk:tious. For example, it is routine to
plan when to refuel your car based on your knowledge of the
amount remaining in the tank, the locations of gas stations,
and your travel plans over the next day or so.

2.1 Adapting the current plan

A plan that is designed to achieve a particular goal should be
revised when a predicted opportunity does not in fact arise,
or when a better opportunity comes along that was not con-
sidereal during the planning process. Returning to an earlier
example, if you were to receive a call on your car phone in-
forming you that your meeting had been postponed, you
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would be presented with an unexpected opportunity to buy
gas. In general an agent should notice such unexpected op-
portunities and consider adopting new plans to take advan-
tage of them. As far as possible, the agent should respond to
the unexpected opportunity in the same way as it would re-
spend to the oppcmmfity had it been predicted in advance.

The paradigm of noticing and responding to opportunities
thus provides a unifying framework within which to ap-
proach both the issue of planning and the issue of plan revi-
sion during execution. In this approach, an agent’s response
to an opportunity should be independent of whether it has
been predicted or not. Planning in advance is :based on the
prediction of furore opportunities, while plan revision is
based on the recognition of current opportunities.

2.2 Switching between plans

PARETO’s approach means that it is pursuing a number of
independent plans at any given time. The management of
these diverse plans is thus a critical issue in PARETO’s de-
sign. To manage them successfully, PARETO must distin-
guish those plans that are being actively pursued from those
that arenot. In fact, it can generally be assumed that only a
handful of the agent’s current plans will be pursued actively
at any given time. For example, consider a plan to follow a
recipe that says "soak the beans overnight." Clearly, pursu-
ing this plan actively:once the beans are put in to soak--for
example, by sitting and watching them until morning--
would be a tremendously inefficient plan. Instead, the agent
should suspend the execution of this plan, and turn its atten-
tion to the pursmt of other goals. At any one time, most of
an agent’s goals are suspended, tn order to manipulate plans
in this way, PARETO must incoqxm~ general mechanisms
for deciding when it should change from following the plan
for one goal to following the plan for another.

In general, a good time to attend to a particular goal is
when there is an oppornmi~ for that goal, whether wedicted
or unpredicted. For example, you should return to the soak-
ing beans when you are in a position to Wocee___d with the
next step in the recipe. The existence of such an opportu-
nity-to perform the next step in the preparation of the
beans---was predicted in theconstruetion of the overall plan.
However, an unpredicted opportunity may similarly trigger a
change of attention from one goal to another. For example,
suppose you have tried and failed to get hold of a friend on
the telephone to make some arrangements with her, if you
see her in the supermarket, you may well temporarily sus-
pend your goal of {k)ing ymgr weekly shopping to pursue
your goal of making the arr~menm.

Thus, management of plans is handled naturally within
PARETO’s paradigm of responding to opportunities.
Decisions about changing, plans, or reactivating suspended
plans, are based on the recognition of current opportunities,
while the plans themselves are based on the prediction of fu-
ture opportunities.

3, Pareto

In this section we describe PARETO, a working system that
illustrates how the framework described in this paper is an

Fibre I , PARETO’s w,orld

effective means, of combining the execution of plans with
apI~wiate responses to unexpected situations.

3.1 What PARETO does

PARETO operates a simulated robot delivery truck. The sim-
ulator was built using TRUCKWORLD (Firby and Hanks
1987; Hanks et al. 1993). In a TRUCKWORLD world, a robot
delivery truck travels between locations on a network of
roads, encountering and manipulating various objects as it
goes. In PARETO’s world (described in detail in Pryor,
1994), there are several building sites whose workers use the
truck to run delivery errands such as "fetch a hammer," or
"fetch something to carry my tools in."

PARETO’s world consists of a number of locations linked
by roads along which the truck can travel (see figure 1).
Three of the locations are building sites, one is the truck’s
base where it can usually find feel, and the other locations
contain objects that the truck uses to fulfill its delivery
goals. Most of these objects are used regularly by the con-
struction workers whose errands the truck runs: hammers,
saws, ladders, paint, and so on. There are over 30 different
types of object in PARETO’s world, of which 20 are used for
deliveries. At any moment, there are typically well over 100
different objects at the various locations amtmd the world.

PARETO’s world is unpredictable: The truck has limited
perception, and can sense only those objects that are at its
current location, meaning that from PARETO’s perspective
the world is complex. It is also dynamic, since objects may
spontaneously change location, appear, or disappear.
Finally, the results of the truck’s actions are uncertain: it
may drop objects that it is trying to grasp, and neither the
time taken to travel between locations nor the amount of
fuel used can be predicted.

P~ receives defivery orders at unpredictable intervals
during its operation, with a typical run involving between
seven and twelve separate deliveries. Plans that allow for ev-
ery possible combination of goals would be far too com-
plex; instead it uses a separate plan for each of its goals.
These plans are sketchy--they do not specify in detail every
action that should be performed. Instead, they specify the
overall strategy that should be used in terms of a few simple
steps, and PARETO decides how each step should be per-
formed as it executes the plans.
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PARETO’s sketchy plans allow for some of the many con-
tingencies that may arise (for example, they specify what to
do when the object being grasped is dropped) but many cir-
cumstances cannot be f~seen in the plans. There are two
types of situation in which PARETO must respond on the fly
to circumstances that it encounters. First, circumstances
may dicmte that PARETO should switch its attention from
one goal to another. For example, PARETO will not con-
tinne trying to make a delivery when the truck is running
out of fuel, but will instead concentrate on trying to refill its
fuel tank.2 Second, an unforeseen opportunity may arise.
This may entail either switching plans, or replacing a cur-
rent plan with an alternative. For example, suppose the
truck has two delivery goals, one for something to carry
tools and one for something to cut twine. PARETO may de-
cide to pursue the carry-tools goal fh-st’ and set off to the
warehouse in which it expects to fund a box. If the truck
fnds a knife or a pair of scissors on the way, however,
PARETO will temporarily switch its attention and pick up
the cutting tool. If PARETO subsequendy encounters a bag
that would be suitable to carry tools, it would abandon its
plan to find a box and instead pick up and deliver the bag.

PARETO has an efficient mechanism for spotting unpre-
dic(ed opportunides such as these, and u’eats them in exacdy
the same way as it does opportunities that have been pre-
dicted in its plans. The next sections explain PARETO’s ba-
sic operation and characterization of plans and opporumities.

3.2 How PARETO works
PARETO is based on Fuby’s RAPs3 plan execution system
(F’trby 1987; 1989), and is deacrihed in (Pryor 1994). 
PARETO acquires a new goal, it looks in its library of SAPs
(sketchy plans) for one dmt will achieve the goal The steps
in a RAP specify subgoals that the system must achieve in
order to execute the plan successfully. PARETO recursively
expands sketchy plans by choosing aplna for each subgoal.
Eventually, a subgoal will be achievable by performing a
simple action, and no further expansion is required.

When PARI~TO _ro~__~!_’ves a goal, its lust action is to place a
task aimed at achieving that goal on the task agenda. The
task that is placed ou the task agenda consists of the goal
and the RAP that has been chosen to achieve it. PARETO°s
execution cycle is summarized in figure 2, and consists of
the following steps:
¯ Cheosing a task from the agenda. The mk that will be the

most productive in ~ PAitLrrO’s goals should he
chosen. PARETO’s task selector Ope~lt~ by looking for
opporl~mitles to further its various goals. The ability to
recognize un~ oppommitles is a significunt chan~
from the task selector used by Firby’s aAPs system.

¯ Processing of the chosen task to fill in the demill of rite
incompletely specified plan that describes the task. A RAP
specifies all the different plans that might be used to

2 As well as ,,-,/very Soals, PAiteTO has lm~envation iio, I- (Schmk md
Abebon 1977) to mum du~ the mu:k doe net nm ouz d fuel mKI to keep
m~ etim mnoundinp.
31temive Aaion Padmlm

Figure 2

Remove tuk kern i.._
__ ~ task aoenm /

PARETO’s execution cycle

achieve its goal. For example, a goal to find fuel might be
achieved by going to the location of a fuel drum that
PARETO knows about, by going to the base which is a
source location for fuel, or by wandering around the world
until a fuel drum is found. Each such plan is a method of
achieving the goal. PARETO chooses one of the methods
of the task that is being l~rucessed, based on the state of
the world at the time that the processing takes place.

¯ Adding new tasks to the m~ agenda for each of new goals
created during the previous processing step.

¯ Repmcessing the original task when each of its submsks
has achieved its goal. The suecessful execution of the sub-
asks is not enough to guarantee that the original task will
itself have achieved its goal, since PAR~rO’s world is dy-
namic and some time may pass between the execution of a
task’s sublasks and the repeat lm3cessing of the original
rusk. For example, the truck might succeed in going to the
location of a known fuel drum, but the drum might have
meanwhile disappeared, or the fuel in it been used by an-
other agent. If the task has succeeded, it is removed from
the task agenda, else it ls Wecessed as descrihed above.
To Wusimte the execution cycle in action, consider what

happens when PARETO receives the two goals in the exam-
ple above, to deliver somelhing to carry tools and something
to cut twine. As each goal is received, the deliver-object
RAP is chosen m achieve it and the relevant task is placed on
the task agenda. ’I~ deliver-obje~ RAP has four steps:
PARETO must find a su/table object, load it, travel to the
correct location, and unload the objecL After PARETO has
processed the deliver-object m~k for the carry-tools goal,

a~ thuS five tasks on the agenda for dmt gel: deliver-
object, find-ohject, Ioad-payload-ol~ect, truck4ravel-to, and
unlond-at. Of these, the deliver-object task is waiting for the
other four to complete, and the Ioad-payload-obiect, truck-
travel-to, and unload-at tasks are waiting for their
predecessm,s to complete. If PARETO has no other goals, the
next task to he chosen will be the find-object task, which
will in turn be expanded and its subgoals placed on ~ task
agmda. If all goes according to plan. all the sulxasks will be
proc~ in ttwn and removed from the wsk alp~aKk until the
unload-at task has been achinved. Finally, PARETO will
again process the deliver-object task, fred that it has suc-
c__~eded, und remove it from tlz rusk aSenda.
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--> New order U~ER-5: sor~chtr~j to CARRY ~ for ILS
--> New top level ~oal= ~LIV~-OB~CT :=[S:6]
--> New order ~-4: ~ng to CUT ".WINg for
--> ~ top level ~al: ~TV~-~ ::[7:7]
¯ .. ProcessL~g ta~--

<rs~.~VER-CB3E~ ~-IU~S 113 (HI~-5>:: [6:6]
... Prooessing task- ~ (It~ff-~S _ >=:[6:5]

... ~he truck ~.s ~ff to £1nd a Jx~ ...
+~-~ Potential opp=~JJ~t¥ for

<DELIV~ (2~qff-TOC~ TI.S (lq~9>
f~zn ITJ~I-20 ~AG)

~++ Po~enti~l Opport~C¥ for ~ CPaSff-~OLS _ >
fra. I~M-20 {Bl~;)

+4+ Potential ~.~r~,.rd.ty for
<L(I%D-PA~ ~ CRRRY-T(X)LS>
from I~-20 (BAG)

+++ Potentl~ oRoortta~ty for
<DEIXV~-4:B~ ~ ~ (1~1~-8>
frum IT~-I3 (SCISSORS)

Has already ~ <~ND-Ci3J~ ~-~(~S.. 
*** Taking tme~oecTJed ~.ta’~.ty: [6:5]

<FI1qD-G~ECT C~J~-~3XS.>
... Pro~essir~ task- <lvDl:~]Bb~ Ciq~/-~q _ >: : [6:5]
... Pro~essin~ task:

<IDAD-PAYI£1%D-CS..~C~ 1"1vn4-20 C~R~-~(~S>:: [6:8]
... cbe cna:k loads the bag ...

... Task ~;
~PA~.J~D-cnJ~’T ~20 (~qRRY-~0(~S>:: [6:8]

*** Taking ~ ~I.l~k%~tiCy: [7:7]
<D~LIV~ ~ T~R U~-8>

"** ~ng ~oals ~ 6 Co 7
¯.. ProcessiJ~ task:

<[~IV~-Ci~ C~f~Z~ ~ Ue3~-8>: : [7:7]
... Prc~essir~. task: <FI"I~)-CEk]~C~ ~ _ >: : [7:5]
¯.. Task ~:

<~I~D~ CIE-TR11~ => ~EH3J~P~-2 ITEM-13>:: [7:5]
¯.. Pr~esstng task:

<IQN>-PAYICN)-CB~CT I~M-13 CIE-TWI~>:: [7:8]
... the tzuc* loads the sc/ssors ...

¯.. Task w~w~___~
<IEN)-P&~ I~(-13 ~: : [7:8]

*** Changing ~la from 7 no 6
... Processing task: <~C~-~AVEL-TO ~LE-AVE>: : [6:5]

... the rzu~c g~es off Co deliver ~hs haft...

Fig ,m~.. 3 ~.pARW£O takes at~vauta~ of two opportunities

3.3 Opportunities in PARETO
PARETO chooses which task to Ixocess next by considering
those tasks that are associated with opportunities. When
PARETO spots aft opportunity, it does not cousider wbethef
or not the opportune task is. the next step in the plan for the
current goal, Thus, it may in effect ignore the existing plan
for carrying out a rusk when an opportunity arises; if it suc-
ceeds in taking advantage of the oplmmmity, the task and its
the previous plan are simply removed from the agenda.
Furthermore, PARETO is not co~i~ned by any notion of
the "curre.t" _.m_~ in ~ ~x~m--~us. it can ef-
fectively switch plans wbetwv~ aa oppommity arises.

In our example, PARW/’O changes its plan for its current
goal by ¢k~iding to pick up tha.~ instead of continning to
look for a Uox. It also switches its attention to anothor goal
by picking up the ~’im~. Howeveg, the ~ switch is
only temporary, as pickiag up the scissors does not achieve
the task of finding an object that can carry tools, which task
remains on the agenda. After picking up the scissors
PARETO returns to the c.arry-tools goal and goes off to
deliver the bag. Figure 3 shows PARETO’s output as it
~cognizes and rakes advantage of these oppommities.

PARETO thus characterizes opportunities as tasks on its
task a~enda that are easy to achieve, h has an efficient mech-
~mism for recognizing ~ties that uses a f’dtering pro-
cess based on the functional characteristics of objects in the
world (Pryor 1994). There are two ways in which one 
PARETO’s tasks may be easily achievable, corresponding to
the two types of opportunities we discussed earlier:, either it
has already succeeded, or it is ready fix processing (not wait-
ing for any others to be completed). Tasks that have already
succeeded may indicate the presence of an unexpected oppor-
tunity, while a task that is ready for processing may indicate
the presence of a predicted opportunity--one that has been
foreseen in a plan. In our example, the finding of a bag is
unexpected: PAI~TO had planned to find abox.

PARErO thus characterizes opportunities in terms of eas-
ily achievable tasks on its task agenda. Expected opportuni-
ties are associated with tasks that represent the next step in
the plan for one of its goals, and unexpected opportunities
a’e associated with tasks that have already succeeded.

4. Related work
An agent should revise its plans when it encounters an un-
expected opportumty, but cannot afford to analyze every sit-
uation exhaustively. The centrality of opportunities to the
execution of plans in an unwedictable world has received lit-
tle arm,ion by other researchers in the field.

Most current resem~h on the problem of recognizing the
need to make unforeseen decisions fails to address the issue
of opportunism explicitly 08resins and Drummond 1990;
Fe~guson 1992; Lyons and Hendriks 1992; McDermott
1992). In general, this work relies heavily on projecting the
agent’s current plans to detmnine when replanning would be
desirable. As projection may involve arbitrarily complex
reasoning, this approach fails to address the problem of
wx~3gnizing the need to make decisions quickly enough that
the agent can respond appropriately in a dynamic world.

The eurlicst work on opportunity recognition, by Hayes-
Roth and Hayes-Roth (1979), looked at opportunism in plan
cons~, but did not consider plan execution.

Hammond and his colleagues (Hammond et al. 1993) pre.
sent a method of oppoNmfity recognition based on reoogniz-
inK the features involved in a goal’s achievement. This ap-
proach relies on having specified the plan for the goal in
enough detail that the environmental elements involved are
already known. It does not allow aa agent to recognize op-
portunities for goals that it has not yet decided how to
achieve, and does not allow the recognition of opportunities
that require a diffe~nt metlxxi of achievement from that in
the current plan. For example, Hammond’s approach would
not allow an agent to recognize the ~ity discussed
above, in which the presence of a bag allows an agent to
abandon its plan to find a box. This limited view of oppof
tunity recognition would Invent the use of oppommities as
a framework for combining planning and responsiveness.

The impracticality of unlimited replunning has long bee.
recognized as a serious problem in the design of intelligent
agents. There ale two aspects to the problem: the necessity
of limiting the amount of reasoning that is performed, and
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the necessity of determining when this limited reasoning
should occur. Traditional AI ~bes have concenlrated on
limiting the amount of reasoning that is performed, by us-
ing either quantitative approximations (Hanks 1990) ~ qual-
itative techniques (Wellman 1988; 1990). Anytime algo-
rithms (Dean and Boddy 1988; Beddy and Dean 1989) address
the issues of designing reasoning algorithms that will pro.
duce an answer in limited time. None of this work addresses
the issue of when this reasoning should be performed.

In Hayes-Roth’s GUARDIAN system (Hayes-Roth 1990)
global control plans are used to direct the agent’s reasoning
towards important goals. These conlrol plans are changed by
global control decisions, which appear to be trigget~ by the
receipt of sensory information. However, Hayes-Roth gives
no details of how these decisions are Iriggered or the process
by which they are made. Presumably GUARDIAN’s mecha-
nism for making these decisions involves minimal reason-
ing, as they appear to occur rapidly when necessary, but
there is no discussion of this aspecL GUARDIAN thus limits
the amount of reasoning that need be done by focusing it on
a subset of the agent’s goals, but there is no clear answer to
the question of when such reasoning should be perfornw~

Maes (1991) describes a netwm’k-based architecture with
parameters that adjust the speed with which the agent reacts
to changes in its environment. If the environment changes
slowly, the agent can perform more reasoning before re-
spending; in very unpredictable environments, the agent
must react with little or no reasoning. The parameters
change only in response to the unpredictability of the envi-
ronment~ and are not affected by the particular situation in
which the agent finds itself. The balance between acting and
reasoning changes on a global basis, and no attempt is made
m direct the reasoning towards specific goals.

$. Conclusion
To be successful, an agent in the real world must both plan
ahead and react to the unexpected. Ideally, both pmeeues
should be carried out in a common framework. In this paper
we have described such a framework based on the analysis of
opportunities, and a computer program, PARETO, that im-
plements our approach.
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